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Part of the joy and mystery of travel is the intangible bond
that sometimes develops not only between the traveler and
the place, but between the traveler and the people who once
were there . It is as if some ancient energy still lingers . So it
was when I visited Dublin . There I chanced to meet an heir
to the great Irish tradition of clinical medicine-Eoin
O'Brien, cardiologist, author and astute observer of the
Dublin scene, then and now . Eoin once published a book
called "Conscience and Conflict," a biography of Sir
Dominic Corrigan (1) .
Perhaps it was my conversations with Eoin, perhaps the
timeless appearance of St . Stephens Green where stands the
Royal College of Surgeons, or perhaps it was all those names
familiar since medical school days that created a fascination
with Dublin. Within a few blocks many famous doctors
whose names are still pare of our medical language had lived,
worked and practiced-Corrigan, Graves, Stokes, Cheyne,
Colles, Adams and Wilde (not Oscar, but his father, William,
a famous Dublin ophthalmologist and otologist) . These doc-
tors and others made up the Dublin School described so
beautifully in Eoin O'Brien's book . To the susceptible
visitor something from that Dublin School lives on St .
Stephens Green, on Merrion Square and in the Irish doctors
whose link with the past may be a little stronger than our
own.
Nineteenth century Dublin was certainly not a world
capital in the political sense . Nor was it a great medical
center. But for a brief few years, which in general spanned
the career of Sir Dominic Corrigan, there was a flowering of
medicine which is sometimes called "the golden age of Irish
medicine ." Those doctors who worked and wrote in Dublin
during those few years have left their mark . Their names are
still used by doctors and nurses unaware of their origin . This
is not a criticism
. If an accomplished cardiologist can deliver
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today's miracles without knowing the name Paul Wood,
Louis Katz, Frank Wilson or even Paul Dudley White, why
should a house officer know that "Cheyne-Stokes respira-
tion" is named for John Cheyne and William Stokes of
Dublin? Or when a patient is said to have a "Stokes-Adams
attack", who cares that it was William Stokes or Robert
Adams of Dublin? The language remembers even if doctors
don't .
Both Robert Stokes and Dominic Corrigan studied in
Edinburgh, a leading medical center of that day . One of their
teachers and role models was a Professor Alison, known
equally for his clinical acumen and for his dedication to the
sick and the destitute . Clinical astuteness and devotion to
patients and social issues characterized the Dublin school .
Doctors of the Dublin school challenged existing authority
and the conventional wisdom of the day. These men were
also versatile. Today's cardiologists who describe the water-
hammer pulse of aortic insufficiency as "Corrigan's pulse"
might be surprised to learn that much of Corrigan's writing
was done on scrofula (tuberculosis) . Early in his career,
Corrigan spoke out against the common practice of his
time-treating debilitated patients by "purging, vomiting,
blistering and leeching ." He advocated instead "building up
the patient, stopping the vomiting, so that strength is not
broken down . . . prescribed medicaments are not rejected ."
Corrigan had interests beyond medicine and went on to
serve in the parliament at Westminster .
Robert Stokes was said by Eoin O'Brien to be the first
doctor outside continental Europe to recognize the impor-
tance of the stethoscope, and he wrote the first English
language paper on the stethoscope, which Laennec had
described in 1818 . It is a paradox that distinguished leaders
in all fields often are remembered less for what they were
than by eponyms . William Stokes was an outstanding clini-
cian and teacher and broadly educated in the arts . His
memory lives today because of two papers . In one he wrote
about an ominous breathing pattern in patients with ad-
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vanced cerebral vascular disease which had previously been
described by John CJteyre . Both earned a kind of immortal-
ity because of Stokes' nearly perfect word picture : "The
inspirations become each one less deep than the preceding
until they are all but imperceptible and then the state of
apparent apnea occurs . This is at least broken by the faintest
possible inspiration, then the effect is a little stronger, until,
so to speak, the paroxysm of breathing is at its height only to
subside by a descending
scale."
Another member of the Dublin school owes his ire or-
tality to Stokes . In 1846, Stokes related a slow heart rate to
interference with consciousness . He gave credit to a prior
author, Robert Adams, with whom he shares the eponym
Stokes-Adams syndrome .
Stokes, like the members of the Dublin school, was ahead
of his time in emphasizing the importance of the humanities
in the education of medical students and physicians . He said .
-medicine is not a single science-it is an art depending on
all science." In his day there was some opposition to super
specialization. Stokes said that specialization "would at best
produce a crowd of mediocrities with no chance, or but a
little one, for the development of the larger man ."
The third member of the Dublin school triumvirate was
Robert Graves, a clinician and bedside teacher who had
siuuied in all the great centers of Europe before returning to
Dublin. The French clinician, Trousseau, so admired
Graves' clinical description in an 1843 book, Clinical Lec-
tures in the Practice of Medicine,, that he proposed exoph-
thalmic goiter be called Graves disease .
Graves felt great responsibility to his patients . At one
point he warned against premature discharge of hospitalized
patients saying "how injurious to persons so debilitated the
change from the warmth and comfort of the hospital to the
cold and desolation of a damp garret or cellar ." Graves
added that such practices might improve the hospitals, but at
a crucial price . Although Victorian Dublin had no DRG's,
and it was not an era of cost containment, it does seem that
some things in medicine never change .
Less famous members of the Dublin school also contrib-
uted . Frances Rynd invented the hypodermic syringe
. per-
mitting doctors for the first time to give morphine by
injection rather than by mouth . A surgeon, Abraham Colles,
is remembered for the fracture of the wrist which bears his
name. He was also an iconoclast and, typical of the Dublin
school, challenged the Hunterian idea that secondary syph-
ilis was not contagious
. Some of those ideas were incorpo-
rated and once popular, but now long forgotten "Colles
law."
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A historical event unrelated to medicine influenced the
social status of the doctors who made up the Dublin school .
In 1801, the Act of Union ended the Irish parliament in
Dublin . Westminster became the ruling legislative body for
both Britain and Ireland . Suddenly the aristocracy and the
nobility departed Dublin for London and left behind t social
vacuum which was filled quickly by leading mert .hants,
lawyers, doctors and the clergy . So many doctors moved to
fashionable Merrien Square that, as Eoin O'Brien points out,
irreverent Dubliners referred to it as "the valley of the
shadow of death ."
What is there about a time or place that brings greatness
to a country, institution or profession-never to be forgotten
and probably never to occur again? Is it a coalescence of
genius, a few accidents of birth or something in the air? No
one can answer. In his book Eoin O'Brien speculates that
the Dublin school which lasted for barely 50 years after 1830
depended primarily on the great talent and energy of Graves,
Stokes and Corrigan and the coterie of outstanding doctors
who surrounded them. He believes the school was stimu-
lated by men who had traveled outside of Ireland and
brought back with them ideas from European capitals of
medicine . Through their work and especially their icono-
clasm, as O'Brien put it, Irish medicine rose above "the
mediocrity to which Ireland through complacency and insu-
lar philosophy is prepared often from unawareness of any-
thing better to tolerate ."
In his book, Conscience and Conflict, Eoin O'Brien went
on to say of Dublin medicine "had later generations been
prepared to seek and absorb the influence of European and
American medicine, the school might have survived and
Irish medicine might have been saved from a period of
stagnation after which it now only shows feeble signs of
emerging ."
While O'Brien's judgment of hss colleagues may seem
harsh, he is probably correct that "moments of greatness"
are unlikely to occur in a milieu of parochialism and insular-
ity . This is as true for nations and cities as it is for medical
institutions and hospitals . Beyond that we probably will
never know what forces conspired to create the Dublin
school .
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